Stop Work Authority Used to Prevent Serious Incident

What happened?
While on the job Effected Employee (EE) was instructed to back out hold down pins to release
the tubing hanger of the well head profile. EE took time to stop work and called on rig
personnel to assess active pressure on the equipment before proceeding with the task. There
was ~3,300 PSI of pressure and during the bleed off they brought on roughly 200 barrels of oil
What went wrong?
Knowing the rig had done some pumping into the casing and down the tubing earlier, EE asked
if anyone had checked for pressure and EE was told it should be good. EE had doubts and
proceeded to check the casing annulus and found it contained a lot of pressure.
Why did it happen?
Operating Procedures or Safe Work Practices – Nothing in the written procedure indicated
checking the backside/annulus for pressure prior to backing out the holding pins.
Outstanding job of EE trusting their instinct and not letting others dictate to them how to
perform their job safely.
What areas were identified for improvement?
The Decompletion Operating Service Procedure was reviewed shortly after this incident and
nothing was written which indicated that checking the backside/annulus for pressure prior to
backing out holding pins, was required.

What will WE do to prevent this from happening HERE?

NOTICE: The information presented in this document is based on data voluntarily reported by Operators and Contractors operating in the United States. Although COS reviews reported data to
identify internal inconsistencies and unusual period‐to‐period changes, COS is reproducing these reports without change and COS is not able to verify the accuracy of reported data. COS, API,
and any of their employees, subcontractors, consultants, or other assigns make no warranty or representation, either express or implied, with respect to the accuracy, completeness, or utility of
the information contained herein, or assume any liability or responsibility for any use, or the results of such use, of any information or process disclosed in this publication, or represent that its
use would not infringe upon privately owned rights. API is not undertaking to meet the duties of employers, manufacturers, or suppliers to warn and properly train and equip their employees,
and others exposed, concerning health and safety risks and precautions, nor undertaking their obligations to comply with authorities having jurisdiction.
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